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project statement
Our goal and vision for this area was to implement one
unified theme throughout of community, culture, and
colour. We wanted this community garden to create a
sense of community in St. James, no matter the age,
background, gender, income, or ethnicity. We want the
community to embrace their culture and learn about
their neighbours' intangible heritage; like traditions and
recipes. We created an area within the community where
everyone can gather and have fun, and added colors to
the space to make it more inviting and appealing to
people of all ages.

site context
The St. James Town Co-op Community
Garden is near Sherbourne and Wellesley
in Toronto. St. James has a very high
population density therefore, 93% of
housing types are 5+ story apartments,
but there’s not enough green space to
meet the community's needs. In our
design we wanted to meet these needs,
within the limited space. We noticed that
within the site, there was a large
rectangular main garden area with a deck
area, plant plots along the fences, and a
wall alongside the deck entrance area. We
utilized these areas in order to meet all of
St. James populations’ needs.

site users
From our knowledge on the surrounding
demographics of St. James Town, an average user
might be low income, speaks a language other than
English, and eager to participate within the
community garden to provide easier access to fresher
food. We also understand that there's a large variety
of cultures, backgrounds, and languages spoken
within the surrounding community meaning that we
would need to welcome and highlight everyone’s
unique identities. The community surrounding the
garden is also very populated and dense, meaning
that the community garden would also need to be
able to support the large population and their needs.

precedents 1/3: Zone B
Colour scheme

Changing the stairs to
a ramp to make it more
accessible!

Permeable paver:
-returns rainfall
-Sustainable
drainage system
-Lasts long
-Accessible

precedents 2/3: Zone C
use plants that survive all year-round

Moveable seating area for
increased accessibility

Painted fence in childrens area

Vertical plant beds

Flower pot tree stump

a space for children to learn
about various types of plants in
different languages!

precedents 3/3: Zone A/B
Qr code recipe
exchange

Colourful deck upon entry!

community building!

Welcome mural in multiple
languages to foster
inclusivity

program
Storage
Garden plots+educational

Gathering+seating
area
Space where people
walk in and can feel
welcomed
entrance

concept plan
"Community, culture,
and colour"
-Row of plants from different
cultures and information about
their background
-QR Code recipe exchange wall
-Seasonal+year-round plants
-Welcome Wall in various
languages
-Wall of paintings
-Colourful meeting area+deck

